
Poetic Devices
Alliteration: the repetition of consonant sounds, particularly at the beginning of words.
• Example: “like a wanderer white”.

Allusion: a reference to a person, event, or work outside the poem or literary piece.
• Example: “Shining, it was Adam and maiden”.

Assonance: the repetition of similar vowel sounds.
• Example: “I rose and told him of my woe”.

Contrast: closely arranged things with strikingly different characteristics. 
• Example: “He was dark, sinister, and cruel; she was radiant, pleasant, and kind”.

Elision: the omission of an unstressed vowel or syllable to preserve the meter of a line of  
poetry.
• Example: “Th’ expense of spirit in a waste of shame”.

Imagery: word or sequence of words representing a sensory experience (visual, auditory,  
olfactory, tactile, and gustatory).
• Example: “bells knelling classes to a close” (auditory).

Irony: a contradiction of expectation between what is said and what is meant (verbal irony) or 
what is expected in a particular circumstance or behavior (situational), or when a character 
speaks in ignorance of a situation known to the audience or other characters (dramatic).
• Example: “Time held me green and dying / Though I sang in my chains like the sea”.

Onomatopoeia: words that sound like the thing they refer to.
• Example: “crack” or “boom”.

Rhyme: This is the one device most commonly associated with poetry. Words that have  
different beginning sounds but whose endings sound alike, including the final vowel sound 
and everything following it, are said to rhyme.
• Example: time, slime, mime.
• Double rhymes include the final two syllables. For example: revival, arrival, survival.
• Triple rhymes include the final three syllables. For example: greenery, machinery, scenery.

Slant rhyme (also called off rhyme, half rhyme, imperfect rhyme): rhyme formed with words 
with similar but not wholly identical sounds.
• Example: barn / yard.

Synesthesia: an attempt to fuse different senses by describing one in terms of another.
• Example: “the sound of her voice was sweet”.

Symbol: an object or action that stands for something beyond itself.
• Example: white = innocence, purity, hope.
 

Sources: https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/resources-teachers and https://www.chaparralpoets.org/devices.pdf


